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Disclosure

We certify that the opinions and predictions set forth in Narwhal Capital Management publications are, for better or worse, our professional beliefs at the time of 
publication.

We are not under duress or pressure from any of the corporate entities mentioned, nor do we intend to do business with them on the investment banking or advisory 
side of things. Nor is this a solicitation or inducement to take action, whether buying or selling, based upon the opinions presented. Again, this publication is a 
summarization of our professional beliefs and actions that have occurred in the past. We are not “selling” nor attempting to convince the reader of any one particular 
course of action.

Although we are investment advisors, our publications are not to be construed as investment advice. Quite frankly, this publication is a snapshot of our research and 
opinions. We strive to be as impartial, insightful and accurate as possible. We do base our opinions, analysis, and calculations on information and analysis that we believe 
to be reliable, but we cannot guarantee that they are either accurate or complete. We may change our minds about any item mentioned and we will not necessarily 
update them in print. We can guarantee that our research and opinions will sometimes be flat out wrong. This may be from subjective blind spots, mistakes, ignorance, 
uncertainty of predicting events, or emotional bias. However, we prefer that our predictions/opinions/research be proven right 100% of the time, and that the stocks our 
clients own go up, not down, therefore you can assume some level of self-interest and “hope” is present in this and all future publications.

At the time of publication employees of Narwhal Capital Management may or may not have held positions in the securities detailed in this report.

Unless otherwise noted, all financial data for investments accessed via the Bloomberg Terminal.

Finally, we must disclose that PAST PERFORMANCE DOES NOT GUARANTEE FUTURE RESULTS.
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NCM Macro

“Q2 2021 – Story Time”

The recipe for a good story is timeless. A good story has suspense, uncertainty, conflict and, if the writer is 
a good businessperson intent on selling sequels down the line, a resolution that is at least partly 
incomplete. Stories also have some elements of truth – in order to be compelling, the story must have 
some element of believability. Even fantasy stories often have believable characters.  The reason for this 
tried-and-true formula is that it sells. People like a good story.

Over the years, this has transcended media – through writing, video, and, increasingly, the news and 
social media. In order to drive revenue, they must appeal to itching ears, driving viewership and clicks. As 
a result, the “news” often contains a healthy dose of truth mixed in with all the things that sell – conflict, 
suspense, and confusion.

We have observed an increase in the amount of “story time” we get from news sources. This is why at 
Narwhal we are doing our best to lead on education so that you get the facts, the truth, and the real sober 
implications of what is taking place. We continue with that objective today.

Image credit: The New York Times
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IV. Conclusion “The Kraken” – Pierre Denys de Montfort

Like any good story, the tale of the Kraken fills the gaps left in the truth with a fantastical explanation for 
events. The mythical sea monster preyed not on ships but on the uncertainty of what happens to ships 
lost at sea and what lies beneath the surface of frigid northern seas. On one occasion in 1782, Pierre de 
Montfort claimed that ten British warships had been attacked and sunk by these giant octopuses. It was 
later found out that the ships were lost in a hurricane.

We will begin with the narratives. While we trust that these narratives are not new to you, we’d like to 
explore the real stories behind them, which is generally not as clear-cut, a little more nuanced, and much 
less calamitous than we may be led to believe.

We will follow with an examination of the two primary drivers for the Federal Reserve – inflation and 
employment. Specifically, we postulate what areas may be the “new normal” and which are likely to revert 
back to the old ways.

And we finish with an overview of the markets and our analysis that the stock market is not in a bubble.

Image: https://arstechnica.com/science/2013/01/release-the-kraken-2000-years-of-tall-tales-and-a-
smattering-of-truth/
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Narratives
“According to three of those sources, 
the report does not however rule out 
the possibility they are alien 
spacecraft.”

– CNN Politics, June 4, 2021

Story time is everywhere. Done with the election, CNN Politics has been quick to pivot to speculation of 
alien spacecraft in US air space. 60 Minutes ran a show about it and the UFO theme has been often 
present on Fox News as well. At Narwhal, we will admit where we are wrong and we certainly did not 
expect rampant extra-terrestrial speculation in the mainstream media at the beginning of the year.

Source: https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/03/politics/intelligence-officials-navy-pilot-ufo-
encounters/index.html
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Storylines

GOVERNMENT BUSINESSES HOUSEHOLDS

The first part of this presentation will cover three primary drivers of the US economy and the narratives 
that are frequently trumpeted; namely, Government policy, corporate spending priorities, and the 
situation at the most basic level of the United States – the household.
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Federal Reserve Balance Sheet

In response to the COVID pandemic, related government-imposed lockdowns, a liquidity crisis ensued in 
which companies drew down the credit lines and banks were hesitant to make loans. Indeed, March 2020 
had all the hallmarks of an old-fashioned bank run. Rumors flew about banks not buying mortgages 
unless they had a 5% yield, municipal bonds were sold at a fire-sale levels, and it was even thought to be a 
good idea to move out of higher-yielding money market funds and into cash, lest the money markets 
break like they did in 2008.

In response to this, the Federal Reserve promised unprecedented levels of liquidity, fulfilling the mission 
as the lender of last resort and preserving the smooth functioning of the monetary system. In making 
these promises, the Federal Reserve’s balance sheet increased markedly, as the central bank bought what 
the banks were afraid to buy. However, because of the promises, the Federal Reserve didn’t end up 
actually needing to do as much as they had promised; they had provided the confidence to the nation’s 
banks that it was okay to make loans.

The end result is that the Federal Reserve’s balance sheet certainly increased, but it increased by less on a 
percentage basis than it did in 2008. Furthermore, the scale of the economic rebound means that the 
“tapering” of monetary stimulus may come as soon as 18 months after the crisis, instead of the five years 
it took between 2008 and 2013.
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Central Bank Assets for Euro Area

By contrast, the European Central Bank (ECB) has been much less confident and firm in managing its 
balance sheet, resulting in monetary spikes and overall recurrent increases over time. The taper timeline 
for the ECB is likely much further off than the taper timeline for the Federal Reserve. In other words, 
monetary policy in the US is likely to normalize before monetary policy in Europe.
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Central Bank Assets vs. Size of Economy

Country Central Bank 

Assets

GDP – 2019 Central Bank Assets as 

Percent of  GDP

United States $8.064 Trillion $21.433 Trillion 37.6%

China $5.976 Trillion $14.280 Trillion 41.8%

Japan $6.529 Trillion $5.082 Trillion 128.5%

Euro Area $9.233 Trillion $13.356 Trillion 69.1%

United Kingdom $1.161 Trillion $2.829 Trillion 41.0%

Here, we compare the size of the central bank with the size of the 2019 economy – a more “normal” 
economic environment. 

The implication here is that what the US is doing from a central banking standpoint is not unique. 
Moreover, the US is closer to a tightening cycle than many other regions. 

Cynics might argue the following excuse applies here: “Well, at least I’m not as drunk as the guy next to 
me.” However, the point here is that if we are looking for a tipping point, the US is clearly not there yet 
and many other countries would “tip” before the US. We don’t have the foresight to know what that 
tipping point is. Logic dictates that it must be finite but to make predictions on when that actually is or 
what conditions must arise would be foolish unless heavily couched in uncertainty.

Currency rates:
USD 1:1
China 6.474:1 (38,691.7)
Japan: 110.98:1 (724.6)
Euro: 0.838:1 (7,737)
UK: 0.7161:1 (831,147)
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Government Debt

Country Government Debt 

(today)

Debt / GDP (2019)

United States $24.221 Trillion 113.0%

China $4.086 Trillion 28.6%

Japan $10.667 Trillion 209.9%

Euro Area $13.255 Trillion 99.2%

United Kingdom $2.790 Trillion 98.6%

Similarly, the amount of debt is indeed alarming. It does not seem sustainable to have a debt that 
approximates the size of the economy. But if we distill it down we can get a bit of a different perspective. 
For example, many people with a $300,000 mortgage do not earn $300,000 per year. They might earn 
$150,000 and still be just fine. This would translate to a debt/income ratio of 200%. 

Again, like the central bank comparisons, you might argue “I’m not as drunk as the guy next to me” is a 
poor excuse. But it’s also inaccurate to say that a debt/GDP ratio of 100% necessitates economic 
catastrophe when Japan’s is over 200%. 

Currency rates:
USD 1:1
China 6.474:1 (38,691.7)
Japan: 110.98:1 (724.6)
Euro: 0.838:1 (7,737)
UK: 0.7161:1 (831,147)

2019 data - OECD
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Policy and Demographics

Country Median 

Age

Population 

Growth (2020)

Tax Revenue 

/ GDP

Central Bank  

Assets / Debt

United States 38.3 years +0.59% 24.5% 33.3%

China 38.4 years +0.39% 17.0% 146.3%

Japan 47.3 years -0.30% 32.0% 61.2%

Euro Area 42.5 years +0.06% 41.6% 69.7%

United Kingdom 40.5 years +0.53% 33.0% 41.6%

Encouragingly, the US actually has more ability than other countries both to grow the economy and to 
grow tax revenue. Of these five economic regions, the US has the youngest population, is growing the 
fastest and doesn’t hamstring its citizens with taxes. Contrast this with Europe. The population is older, it 
isn’t growing and they already take 41.6% of GDP in the form of taxes. They would have a difficult time 
raising taxes further in order to pay off the debt. While unpleasant, the US has plenty of ability to cover 
its debt through three avenues:

1) Growth of the economy driven by higher population growth and a younger population;
2) Higher tax rates;
3) Additional purchases of government debt by the Federal Reserve.
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Sustainability Index

Country Demographics Central 

Bank 

Debt 10-Year 

Interest 

Rate

NCM 

Sustainability 

Index

United States 97 95 33 1.49% 75

China 87 45 99 3.09% 77

Japan 0 34 14 0.05% 16

Euro Area 19 44 32 (0.18)% 32

United 

Kingdom
83 92 43 0.75% 73

Our NCM economic sustainability index puts the United States on very good footing. Again, you could 
argue that a relative comparison isn’t relevant. But on an absolute level, there does not appear to be any 
significant correlation in terms of 10-year interest rates and economic stability. In fact, it appears that the 
less sustainable your country’s economic situation is, the lower your interest rates are. We would caution 
against drawing conclusions along those lines but it nevertheless illustrates the point that we are not at 
the proverbial tipping point, at least based on any empirical measures.

Methodology. Average z-score for the following metrics:

Demographics. Median age and population growth
Central bank. Central bank assets as a percentage of debt; central bank assets as a percentage of GDP
Debt. Tax revenue/GDP; Debt/GDP
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US Policy is 
Aggressive but Not 
Unprecedented

➢The Federal Reserve has not needed 
to use all its tools

➢Other countries are in worse shape

➢If anything, US policy is now 
becoming more austere, not less
❖Talk of tapering at the central 

bank
❖Less profligate spending at the 

federal level

The economist Hyman Minsky opposed deregulation in the 1980s, arguing that bankers, traders, and 
financiers periodically play the role of arsonists, setting the entire economy ablaze. The term “Minsky 
Moment” refers to the tipping point when these financial engines push things too far, cratering the entire 
economy. The term Minsky moment has been used to describe the 1998 Russian financial crisis and the 
2008 collapse of Bear Stearns.

Interestingly, the photo on this slide was published in The New Yorker magazine in February 2008. The 
bubble was so clear that non-business publications were calling for a crash and yet financiers were too far 
out over the ledge.

That is not the situation we have today – yet – because, as described on the slide, we are not seeing the 
stresses we saw in those financial crises.

Image credit: https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2008/02/04/the-minsky-moment
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Storylines

GOVERNMENT BUSINESSES HOUSEHOLDS

.
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CEOs Remain Optimistic, but Less So

Optimism continues to be strong among chief executives in the United States. The greatest areas of 
improvement are coming in the government, non-profit, professional services, and logistics arenas.

Interestingly, the optimism has cooled somewhat in June as business begins to normalize and leaders grow 
more concerned about regulation, taxes, and supply and labor constraints.
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Cash Priorities Shifting

As a result of the greater uncertainty, the cash priorities are beginning to shift away from Capital 
spending. Companies are still planning to hire aggressively – they need to in order to meet demand – but 
spending on plants and equipment may begin to cool off a touch. Part of this may be related to supply 
chain concerns and the ability to source equipment even if they wanted it. But part of it may also be due 
to concerns about regulation and evolution of the economy post-COVID.
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Farms Withhold Investment, Fear Tax Hikes

These trends are self-evident in the monthly Ag Economy Barometer, put forth by Purdue University. 
Here, the farm capital investment index is beginning to decline. And 78% of farmers are “very 
concerned” that changes in estate tax policy would make it more difficult to pass the farm to the children.

Source: Ag Economy Barometer https://ag.purdue.edu/commercialag/ageconomybarometer/ag-
economy-barometer-declines-sharply-producers-remain-bullish-on-farmland-values/
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Small Business Hiring Plans Rising

Like the chief executives surveyed earlier, hiring plans are as high as they have ever been, according the 
NFIB small business report.
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Small Business Capital Spending More Mixed

But, even while hiring plans are rising in response to strong demand, capital spending plans are much 
more uncertain and not at the same levels they were in either 2017 or 2018, when deregulation was the 
order of the day. On top of this, the Trump administration put an accelerated depreciation provision in 
the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. This provision provided a tax incentive to purchase equipment by 
allowing the equipment to be depreciated faster than it had been under prior tax law.
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What Businesses are Saying

• FedEx: “While we have clear growth opportunities, the 
widespread labor shortages impacting many companies and 
industries across the US is also impacting us through higher 
wage rates and lower productivity, particularly in the first 
quarter.”

• FedEx: “And while the situation has begun to abate, delivering a 
successful peak season when we anticipate significant year-over-
year volume increases will require additional flexibility and 
creativity on the part of our management, staff and frontline 
team members.”

• ISM Services Index: “Some employers are reporting they are 
offering cash incentives of $50 if you show up for an interview.” 
(Professional, Scientific & Technical Services)
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Given Investment Uncertainty, Sticking to Playbook
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In light of lower demands on capital spending and balance sheets flush with cash from a strong economy, 
Boards are sticking to a tried-and-true playbook – buying back stock. The chart shown here only goes 
through June 18th but since that time we have seen US banks approve new buyback plans (Wells Fargo 
recently approved an $18 billion stock buyback) and even Constellation Brands plans to repurchase 
roughly 1% of its shares in the space of just two months. Constellation Brands is the maker of Corona, 
Modelo, and Pacifico beer.

In addition, it has been a strong year for Merger and Acquisition activity. JPMorgan and Goldman Sachs 
have recently talked about the M&A pipelines being as strong as ever. At a recent Morgan Stanley 
conference on June 14, Jamie Dimon noted that the Investment Bank “could have one of the best 
quarters we have ever seen.”

Goldman Sachs, in its April 14 earnings call, noted “our investment banking backlog ended the quarter 
at record levels with sequential growth supported by sustained M&A activity as well as replenishment 
from underwriting transactions.”

Source: The Market Ear
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Storylines

GOVERNMENT BUSINESSES HOUSEHOLDS
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Personal Savings – Americans Saving 15% of Income

One of the areas that gives us the most confidence is the fact that savings rates continue to remain high, 
suggesting that not only could people spend more money if they wanted to but also that their personal 
balance sheets and creditworthiness levels are improving.

In its April 23 earnings conference call, American Express discussed this, saying “the average FICO scores 
of these new US consumer and small business card members are higher than those acquired pre-
pandemic.”
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Real Disposable Personal Income is Up 5%, per Capita

Encouragingly, real disposable income has increased 5.5% since the start of the pandemic (February 
2020) to May 2021. This means higher savings and higher spending power. Importantly, this figure is a 
real number which means that it adjusts for inflation. In other words, even while the prices of goods and 
services are increasing, personal income is increasing 5% faster.

As can be seen on the chart, stimulus payments clearly have had an impact here. But the May numbers do 
not include the stimulus checks from March and should be roughly comparable to the February 2020 
figures.
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Debt Service Payments are <10% of Disposable Income

Not surprisingly, given higher personal income and higher savings, debt service payments are low as well.

Notably, when one compares the personal debt situation today to the personal debt situation in 2000 or 
2008, it is a completely different reality. The consumer today is arguably underleveraged. Part of this may be 
demographics but part of it may also be due to the thriftiness of a Millenial generation plagued by the 
long-term impact of the 2008 Global Financial Crisis. This is a generation that embraced GroupMe, side-
hustles like Uber, and endured unprecedented student loan debt. 

In fact, demographer Neil Howe, in his book The Fourth Turning, refers to Millenials as part of the “Hero 
generation”, similar to the G.I. Generation that was born between 1901-1927. From an economic 
perspective, this puts us in the mid/late 1950s in terms of societal behavior and economic thought. 
Howe’s argument is that the Millenials display traits akin to the G.I. Generation such as rising civic 
engagement, improving behavior, and collective confidence.
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Credit Card Delinquencies at All-time Lows - 0.97% 
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What the Banks Say about the Consumer 

➢JPMorgan: “Strong consumer balance 
sheets with higher savings rates and 
investments, as well as healthy 
deleveraging. Deposit growth was 32% 
[in Q1].” 

– Q1 Conference Call, April 14

➢American Express: “Credit continues to 
look pristine – better than it perhaps ever 
has in our history.” 

– Morgan Stanley Conference, June 16
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Excessive 
Home-
Buying?

On the home-buying front, the story is that people are paying crazy premiums for homes and that homes 
are being sold at a breakneck pace. According to Redfin data, home-buying is indeed up relative to 2018 
and 2019, but not by all that much.
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Supply is 
Tight 

Relative to 
Demand

On the other hand, listings are below the 2018 and 2019 levels. Therefore, it isn’t too surprising to see 
home prices rising. When there is more demand for less product, economy theory dictates that prices do 
rise.
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What factors are causing the imbalance?

➢KB Home:
❖“An acute shortage of supply coming not only from limited resale inventory 

but also from the under production of new homes over the past 15 years. This 
deficit will take many years to correct.”
❖“Demographics. The size of the millennial population and the pent-up 

demand from this cohort, together with the Gen Zs now reaching their home 
buying years form a large and healthy pool of prospective buyers.”

➢Institutional Investors:
❖Currently own ~2% of single-family rentals (300k homes)
❖Blackstone purchased Home Partners for ~$6 billion

First-time buyers represented 64% of deliveries for KBH in Q2.
-KBH comments from earnings call June 24, 2021
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The Result: Low Home Inventory

Inventory continues to remain low although better lumber availability and season effects may allow 
inventory to rise over the balance of the year.

Importantly, even if inventory rises, it would seem unlikely that we will get back to 2018/19 inventory 
levels before the second half of 2022 at the earliest. Even if the market catches up somewhat over the 
balance of 2021, seasonal impacts are likely to further increase demand during the first half of 2022, 
before a potential resettling in the second half.
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And Higher Selling Prices

On the other hand, sale-to-list prices is likely to revert, if only because realtors will begin to encourage 
homeowners to list their homes at ever higher prices. This is likely to result in continued upward 
movements in home values.
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Impact of Rising Interest Rates
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Although we are not opining here on the potential for interest rates to rise, it is worth noting that the 
impact of even a 100-basis point move in interest rates only impacts home affordability by 7-8%. While 
that may sound alarming, it shouldn’t for two reasons:

1) If interest rates are rising, then it is likely the economy is improving and inflation may be taking place 
(inflation means rising prices like home values);

2) A 100-basis point move typically takes an extended period of time and is unlikely to happen faster 
than a year.
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30-year Average Mortgage Rate in the US

Historically, the most recent 100-basis point move took place between mid-2016 and the end of 2018 –
more than two years. Over that time, home values rose and the economy grew. More broadly, even if 
interest rates rose to 4.00%, that would still be a low level historically.
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Americans’ Desire to Invest in Stocks Holds Steady
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An April 2021 poll found that only 26% of Americans think stocks provide the best long-term investment 
opportunity – not much more than gold. The implication here is that stocks continue to be out of favor 
for personal investment. For people lamenting the overcrowded stock market, this chart provides 
reasonably solid evidence that stocks are not in a bubble – at least, as bubbles have historically been 
defined ex-post facto.

Source: https://news.gallup.com/poll/1711/stock-market.aspx
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Macro Narratives

➢Government Policy is 
aggressive but not 
unprecedented.

➢Given uncertainty, 
management teams are poised 
to buy back stock and look for 
acquisition opportunities.

➢The consumer is in good 
shape and new home buyers 
are entering the market.
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The Dual Mandate
“That’s something that we’ll go through over a period. It will then be over.”

-Jay Powell, on inflation, June 22, 2021

This section of the presentation will cover the stories and the facts concerning inflation and employment.
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Inflation

COMMODITIES BOTTLENECKS DEMAND BASE EFFECTS PUSH 
THROUGH

Jay Powell, the Chairman of the Federal Reserve, buckets the drivers of inflation into five broad 
categories. We will explore each one in term, briefly.

Beginning with commodities, we will explore the narrative that commodity prices are rising to 
unsustainable levels which will necessitate higher prices and an economic bust.
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Commodity Inflation: Lumber (USD/1k board-feet)

Many commodity bottlenecks will end up looking similar to this chart of lumber prices. Lumber prices 
have fallen dramatically as the saw mills have begun working again. There was no shortage of timber, 
according to the home builders. Rather, it was a reluctance on the part of saw mills to expand capacity 
despite a sudden surge of demand. Now that inventories have normalized and the saw mills are back 
online, lumber prices have collapsed more than 50% from their highs and are already back to levels seen 
at the end of last year.
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Commodity Inflation: Oil

Oil prices may be a different story. Prices have rebounded strongly but are not excessive historically. 
However, given higher costs of capital due to investor reluctance to put money into non-ESG investments 
and improved coordination from OPEC+, oil prices could continue to rise in the medium-term.  Another 
area to watch is greater regulation and restriction on drilling activity in the United States. As the US is 
the marginal producer of oil, higher prices could persist for a longer period of time as other producers 
ramp up their production.
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Commodity Inflation: Hot-rolled Steel

Steel prices have risen dramatically. This is partly due to supply and demand dynamics and could 
certainly follow the path of lumber. But while that is the base case, this certainly remains a commodity to 
watch because steel is used in a large number of industrial applications.
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Commodity Inflation: Corn

Corn prices rose sharply for a number of reasons. First, the election of Democrats in the 2020 elections 
increase the likely need for more ethanol. Second, corn plantings for 2021 have been below the analyst 
expectations. However, it appears that corn prices may now be topping out in a similar fashion to 2011. If 
the pattern from 2011 and 2012 holds then we could see somewhat higher prices in 2022 followed by a 
correction in 2023. 

All that having been said, while high corn prices could persist for some time, the bulk of the inflation 
(rise in prices) has probably already taken place.
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Inflation

COMMODITIES BOTTLENECKS DEMAND BASE EFFECTS PUSH 
THROUGH

Bottlenecks have been a hallmark of the recovery from the COVID pandemic. Demand rebounded 
sharply but supply rebounded more slowly due to a number of reasons – caution at businesses, lead times 
in hiring and sourcing materials, and COVID-related restrictions that limited capacity below pre-
pandemic levels.
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Supply/Demand Mismatch in Autos

On the auto side, the production of vehicles in the United States was virtually wiped out in April 2020.  
Although it rebounded to match supply in the early summer months, semiconductor chip shortages have 
further reduced production in 2021, resulting in a “double-dip” in supply. This has taken place at the 
same time that auto sales have steadily risen during the COVID rebound.
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Auto Unit Inventory Level (thousands)

The supply/demand mismatch has resulted in auto unit inventory that is the lowest on record. Even 
going all the way back to the 1960s, US auto inventory was in the 1.5 million unit range.

Since the global financial crisis, auto companies have worked to reduce inventory levels but the 187,000 
level is unprecedented and below what even “lean” inventory should look like. Inventory levels like these 
are not lean – they are famished.
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Manheim Used Vehicle Index

In response, prices of used vehicles have risen dramatically.
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Other Industries
Logistics, Ports, Housing

Supply/demand disruptions are also evident in other industries. In flatbed trucks, capacity is slowly 
beginning to normalize as measured by the national load-to-truck ratio (source: DAT). However, as shown 
in the chart to the right, even levels of 65 LTR are more than double the ratio highs of 2019. The bottom 
line here is that these LTRs suggest that capacity utilization is close to 200% - clearly at unsustainable 
levels. 

Capacity utilization of these levels necessitate higher prices. Encouragingly, LTRs are beginning to fall 
which could suggest that the bulk of the inflation in logistics has already been seen.
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Inflation

COMMODITIES BOTTLENECKS DEMAND BASE EFFECTS PUSH 
THROUGH

Demand has risen strongly due to the improvement in consumer finances.
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Government Stimulus

Government stimulus helped demand but, in doing so, helped to improve demand beyond what people 
would normally purchase. When people get money they did not work for or earn, they have a tendency to 
spend it more frivolously than if they worked for it. For example, people who win large amounts of 
money are often price-insensitive. When consumers are price-incentive, smart businesses will raise prices 
accordingly, driving inflation.

On top of this impact, classical economic theory suggests that an upward shift in the demand curve will 
translate to higher prices.
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Savings, to Quote Jamie Dimon

➢“First of all, card spend has come down by 
20% over 2019. And we see it everywhere.”

➢“The consumer today has $2 trillion more 
in their checking accounts than they had 
in February of 2019. That’s a huge 
number.”

➢“That’s why I’m saying the table is set for a 
really strong economy.”

At the same time, consumer savings remain strong. As a result, higher demand is likely to continue to 
push prices higher, all else being equal. The demand effect will probably wane over time as savings are 
gradually drawn down and the government puts an end to the stimulus checks. Nevertheless, an 
inflationary impact will probably remain.
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Inflation

COMMODITIES BOTTLENECKS DEMAND BASE EFFECTS PUSH 
THROUGH

Misleading base effects mean that percentage changes could be misleading relative to the actual levels. For 
example, if you are at the store and they are having a 50% off sale and the next day they remove the red 
label, it will appear that the store hiked prices by 100% in a single day even while the price was actually 
right in line with where it was two days prior.
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Airline Fares +24% in May

The impact of base effects is most clear in airline ticket prices which were up 24% in May but still well 
below where they were in 2019, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Lodging Away from Home: +9%

The same impact was seen in lodging away from home, such as hotels.
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Used Car Prices: +30% 

And, of course, in addition to the supply/demand bottleneck issues, used car price changes look even 
more impressive due to the base effects from 2020.
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Inflation

COMMODITIES BOTTLENECKS DEMAND BASE EFFECTS PUSH 
THROUGH

Finally, push-through inflation occurs as companies see their costs increase and they look to front-run the 
cost increase by pushing through higher selling prices to consumers. This led Kimberly-Clark to 
announces higher prices on March 31 to the tune of mid-to-high single digits. These price increases tend 
to act on a lag so we will not see the bulk of these price changes actually hitting inflation data for a 
number of months. The Kimberly-Clark price increases, for instances, were scheduled to be “effective in 
late June.” 

In explaining its decision in March, Kimberly-Clark said that they would be “implemented almost entirely 
through changes in list prices are necessary to help offset significant commodity cost inflation.”
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Maximizing 
Value for 
Shareholders

➢Lennar 

➢“Improvement in gross 
margin was driven by a 
higher-than-expected sales 
price per home, partially 
offset by higher land and 
construction costs.”

Lennar, in its Q2 earnings report released on June 16, noted higher commodity costs but, importantly is 
more than making up for the higher costs by raising selling prices beyond the amount that costs are 
increasing. In this way, Lennar will actually see gross margin expand to the highest level since 2006.

The takeaway is that while many companies are indeed seeing higher costs, they are arguing for higher 
prices that are in excess of the costs, essentially using the talk about commodity inflation as an excuse to 
raise prices.
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Maximizing 
Value for 
Shareholders

➢Microchip

➢New supply program 
provides customers with 
supply priority in 6 
months in exchange for 
>12 months of non-
cancellable orders

Microchip is using a tried-and-true electronic component tactic by locking customers into long-term 
supply arrangements that help provide certainty and improving gross margins over a longer time frame. 
Makers of hard disk drives like Seagate Technology employed this successfully after Thailand flooding in 
the fall of 2011. It represented a new paradigm of increased pricing power in what had been a 
commoditized market at the time. Thus, although prices may not go much higher than they already are 
for Microchip’s products, the higher prices are “sticky” and unlikely to revert downward in the same way 
lumber did.
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Maximizing Value for Shareholders

➢Corning

➢“Moderate Price Increases” for Display 
Glass Products

➢Typically, display glass experiences 
“moderate” price declines due to industry 
efficiency gains

Corning is another example of a company responding to higher demand for large televisions by raising 
prices on its Display Glass business line. This is anomalous and implies a price increase of 4-7% 
compared with more typical price declines of 1-4%. In other words, whereas display glass should generally 
decline in price as technology advancements are made, Corning is raising prices. This should be good for 
Corning’s margin but will probably feed through to consumer price inflation over the course of the next 
3-15 months.
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Inflation – is it transitory? 
Yes, if transitory means 1-2 years

➢Commodities – mixed picture, prices may 
continue to rise at a decelerating rate

➢Bottlenecks – likely past the worst, but some 
pockets could last into 2022

➢Demand – likely to remain strong for a few years, 
but without the reopening demand push from 
COVID

➢Base Effects – past the worst

➢Pass-throughs – likely to see more of that over the 
next 6-9 months (4-8% increases)
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Employment

LABOR 
QUALITY

SKILLS 
MISMATCH

COVID FEARS CHILDCARE UI 
SUPPLEMENT

Jay Powell also laid out some reasons that employment is not rebounding faster. We take a look at each 
one in turn and then add one of our own.
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The Employment 
Gap

➢ Down 8 million jobs between February 2020 and April 2021

➢ 9.3 million job openings in April

The big conundrum is that the economy remains 8 million jobs short of the February 2020 levels. 
However, there were 9.3 million job openings in April. There will always be a certain amount of 
transitional job openings. Not every job is filled all of the time. But 9.3 million is an unprecedented 
number and begs the question: Why are people not taking these jobs?
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Struggles with Labor Quality

➢FedEx: “The widespread labor 
shortages impacting many companies 
is also impacting us through higher 
wage rates and lower productivity.”

➢Mental Health Concerns:
❖ ER Visits for…
❑ Drug Overdoses: +36%
❑ Suicide Attempts: +26%

❖ Anxious or depressed: 38%
❑ In 2019, it was 11%

One of the issues is that labor quality is poor. Many applicants are just not qualified or won’t even show 
up for an interview. Some have mental health issues that began during COVID and limit their abilities 
either to show up for the interview or to do the job once they are offered. Anecdotally, a number of 
businesses are struggling with short-employee tenure (i.e. a couple weeks) due to poor labor quality, an 
inability to do the job, or an unwillingness on the part of the employee to actually follow through with the 
commitment.

Sources: 
1) NFIB small business survey
2) FedEx Earnings Call, June 24, 2021, Mike Lenz
3) WSJ: https://www.wsj.com/articles/americans-seek-urgent-mental-health-support-as-covid-19-crisis-

ebbs-11624786203?mod=hp_listb_pos2
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Employment

LABOR 
QUALITY

SKILLS 
MISMATCH

COVID FEARS CHILDCARE UI 
SUPPLEMENT
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Skill Mismatches

➢ Jay Powell: “There are workers 
who don’t have the specific 
skills that the employers are 
looking for.”

➢NBC News: “The additional 
funding employment afforded 
me definitely gave me a little 
breathing room so I could 
explore some other avenues 
and try to discover my niche.” 
– Jacqueline McCarthy, a 
displaced aerospace 
procurement worker

Many displaced employees are using the time off during COVID as an opportunity to retool their skillset 
and change occupations. In fact, this accounts for 21% of people who lost their job. The downside of this 
is that it will naturally take longer for these employees to learn the new skillset and find something that is 
more appealing to them. Employers will need to deal with and accept less-experienced employees who are 
not as skilled at their jobs.

Sources:
1) https://www.nbcnews.com/business/economy/post-covid-labor-market-might-look-very-different-it-

rebounds-n1272536
2) https://static1.squarespace.com/static/53ee4f0be4b015b9c3690d84/t/60b837808dc54b4946bc8ce2

/1622685579557/May_The+Astoria+Project+Survey_May2021.pdf
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Employment

LABOR 
QUALITY

SKILLS 
MISMATCH

COVID FEARS CHILDCARE UI 
SUPPLEMENT

Fear of contracting COVID has also had an impact in delaying the willingness of people to go back to 
work, although that fear has begun to fade as vaccines have been rolled out. 
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COVID Concerns
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Although the number of adults not working has declined, it remains stubbornly above pre-pandemic 
levels according to the US Household Pulse Survey, distributed by the Census Bureau.
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COVID Concerns are Receding – Reason for Not Working
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Although some 3 million people are not working because they are concerned about getting or spreading 
COVID, this does not explain the reason an additional 6-7 million US adults are not working.
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Employment

LABOR 
QUALITY

SKILLS 
MISMATCH

COVID FEARS CHILDCARE UI 
SUPPLEMENT

Childcare has also been cited as a concern. Women have been slower to rejoin the labor force and an oft-
cited cause for this is the need to provide for children who no longer have access to daycare or are 
attending school virtually rather than in-person. However, this impact has been receding and should 
continue to recede as we head into the fall and schools and daycares reopen across much of the country.
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COVID Concerns are Receding – Reason for Not Working
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The childcare concerns could have a longer-term impact because we have not seen much of a downtick at 
all. This unemployment may be more “sticky” but we will have a better idea in the fall when schools and 
daycares reopen.
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Employment

LABOR 
QUALITY

SKILLS 
MISMATCH

COVID FEARS CHILDCARE UI 
SUPPLEMENT

The final piece that has been cited is the additional Unemployment Insurance supplement that resulted 
in an additional $300/week benefit for people filing for unemployment. This means that in most states, 
unemployed persons can collect upwards of $2,500/month rather than the normal ~$1,200/month. This 
is scheduled to roll-off in early September.
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Unemployment Insurance

We should begin to have an idea of the impact of the enhanced unemployment in the July jobs report 
(reported in August) because many states are halting the boosted unemployment benefits early. States of 
particular interest include Texas, Florida, and Georgia. 

Regardless, the impact here should roll off entirely in the fall, which could result in a boost to job 
creation.

Source: Nordea https://corporate.nordea.com/article/66362/fx-weekly-another-moratorium-of-the-
moratorium
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Another 
Reason: People 
are Fed Up

➢ER visits for drug 
overdoses: +36%

➢ER visits for suicide 
attempts: +26%

➢Anxious or 
depressed: 38%, up 
from 11% in 2019

➢Retirees: +4 million
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Reason for Not Working: I am retired

A final point of evidence that could explain the more persistently high out-of-work population is the 
number of retirements seen in just the past six months. Indeed, 4 million people have retired in the last 
six months alone. It is possible that some of these people end up coming back to the labor force but this 
is certainly a “sticky” source of unemployment and could result in a recovery that takes a longer period of 
time.

Source: WSJ https://www.wsj.com/articles/americans-seek-urgent-mental-health-support-as-covid-19-crisis-
ebbs-11624786203?mod=hp_listb_pos2
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Employment – The jobs are there.
Are the people?

➢Short-term impacts:
❖Enhanced unemployment insurance
❖Childcare requirements
❖COVID fears

➢Medium-term impacts:
❖Skills mismatch
❖Labor quality

➢Longer-term impacts:
❖Retirees

➢Likely to see an improvement in employment in 
the fall; 2022 is less clear
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“Losses loom 
larger than 
gains.”
-Daniel 
Kahneman

In telling a compelling story, fear is often a greater motivator than greed. For example, Narwhal employee 
and one-time Seattle resident Ben Nye remembers Super Bowl 49 far more clearly than Super Bowl 48. 
For while Super Bowl 48 ended in a landslide victory for his Seahawks over the Denver Broncos, Super 
Bowl 49 ended with a last minute interception from future Hall-of-Fame quarterback Russell Wilson, 
snatching defeat from the jaws of victory.

The same is true in markets, as humans we have a tendency toward self-preservation, and fear what could 
go wrong rather than look at what could go right. As a result, the media plays to these fears and we 
become naturally more pessimistic. Behavioral economist and author of Thinking Fast and Slow Daniel 
Kahneman calls this Prospect Theory. One conclusion from Prospect Theory is that a loss causes more 
pain than a corresponding gain causes pleasure.
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Earnings are 
Being Revised 

Higher

As we will discuss soon, markets have risen substantially this year, but so have the earnings expectations 
for companies. According to Ed Yardeni’s data, the aggregated earnings power of the S&P 500 has risen 
from $165/share to ~$185/share since the end of 2020 – an increase of 12%. The S&P 500 rose 15% in 
the first half of the year. Some might say that this is market efficiency at work. Others might say “bubble”.
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Market Sentiment has Moderated
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Even while stock markets have risen and earnings expectations have jumped, market sentiment has 
moderated, as measured by Bank of America’s Bull & Bear Indicator. Bubbles tend to be characterized by 
extreme market sentiment, not neutral market sentiment. For example, the bottom of the market in 
March 2020 saw a reading of 0.0. The top of the market in early 2018 registered just above 9. The current 
reading of 6.4 is evenly balanced. Given how strongly the market has rallied, one could argue that this is 
among the more unloved bull markets, which bodes favorably for future gains.
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VIX Index has Declined, but is still Elevated

The VIX index is a measure of implied volatility and is often nicknamed the “fear” index. Although the 
VIX index has gradually declined since the height of the pandemic it still remains in a range of 15-20 
compared to the range of 10-15 that it held for much of the period between 2016-2019.

Essentially the VIX measures how much premium investors are willing to pay for a given amount of 
insurance. The more concerned investors are with loss, the more they will pay for insurance, and the 
higher the level of the VIX.

The bottom line is that the relatively elevated VIX level confirms what we see in the Bull & Bear 
Indicator; namely, that even while stock markets have rallied, there is still an element of reticence among 
the investing public. It corresponds to what we have seen anecdotally in conversations. Rather than a 
desire to become more invested, many people are looking for reasons to sell equities, go to cash, and lock 
in gains in the face of political uncertainty.
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Market rally continued: S&P 500 +15.24% YTD (6/30)
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S&P Value +5.0%, S&P Growth +11.9% in Q2

Growth Value

Value stocks rebounded strongly in Q1 but that was quickly corrected in Q2 as growth stocks rebounded 
strongly, Overall, the market rallied a further 8.55% in Q2.

Breadth tends to be a marker of market quality, so to have growth stocks and value stocks rallying 
together in the first half of 2021 is suggestive of a high-quality market rally that is well-supported.

Full-year return, YTD, through June 30:
- Growth: 14.3%
- Value: 16.3%
- SPX: 15.2%

Full-year return, YTD, through July 12:
- Growth: 17.7%
- Value: 17.5%
- SPX: 17.6%
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Interest Rates Spiked Initially, as Inflation Rose

Part of the return to prominence in growth stocks came as a result of a fall in interest rates. The initial 
sell-off in bonds witnessed at the beginning of the year corrected in the second quarter as demand for 
higher-yielding instruments increased. We saw a significant amount of interest in US Treasury Notes 
from international buyers, who emerged strongly in Q2 as they purchased superior-yielding US debt in 
favor of more questionable, negative-yielding Japanese and European debt.
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Market-based Inflation Expectations Have Fallen

Market-based measures of inflation also began to fall.

This chart also shows the degree of inflationary expectations embedded in market prices today relative to 
the last decade. Inflation expectations were actually significantly higher in 2010 and 2011 as Ben 
Bernanke’s Federal Reserve engaged in unprecedented levels of monetary stimulus through a series of 
Quantitative Easing programs.

Indeed, 5-year/5-year forwards suggest inflation of roughly 2.29% over the next five years, which would be 
broadly in keeping with the Fed’s mandate.
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Low Interest Rates has Resulted in a Rush for Yield
Credit Spreads have tightened

Low interest rates not only saw international buyers reach for higher-yielding US debt, but also saw buyers 
reach for high-yielding corporate bonds. High yield bonds are rated below BBB- by Standard & Poors and 
carry a higher historical default risk than superior-rated bonds.

The reach for corporate bonds is due to two primary factors:
1) A need to improve the yield on fixed income portfolios at large insurance and pension funds;
2) A recognition that “junk” bonds may not be quite as garbage as the rating may indicate. A flood of 

downgrades in Spring 2020 were hastily prepared and ratings company analysts will now need to 
catch up. We believe that we could see a significant number of upgrades at ratings companies over 
the next twelve months. A great example of this is Signet Financial which, for a time in 2020, was 
not thought to be a COVID survivor. Today, the company is posting record earnings and improving 
its balance sheet at a rapid pace. We believe these are the type of companies that could see upgrades 
in the future.
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The Threat of Higher Taxes Means More Muni Demand
Municipal bonds now yield 69% of treasuries, down from 81% average in 2019

Municipal bonds have performed very well and now yield just 69% of treasuries. This appears to have 
been coincident with the Democrat election in the fall of 2020 and may be related to concerns around 
rising taxes.

The fall in municipal bond spreads has been good for Narwhal portfolios, which tend to have a 
significant portion of municipal bond exposure. We continue to look for opportunities to diversify this 
exposure with other opportunities, even within other niches of the municipal bond space.
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Leveraged Loans 
Provide Yield, but 
not without Risk

➢“Everybody is inow in line, queuing their deals for the rest of 
the year.” – Olga Chernova, Sancus Capital Management CIO

➢“Wall Street is packaging leveraged loans into bonds at a record 
pace, stretching bankers, lawyers and debt graders to the limit 
while showing no signs of slowing.” – Bloomberg, June 25, 
2021

Collateralized loan obligations (CLOs) are satisfying the yield-hungry portion of the market. Many of 
these levered loan products yield 6-10% or even more. CLOs are business loans that are packaged 
together. The individual issuance is too small for these companies to sell individual bonds to capital 
markets and banks do not want to hold the loans on their own balance sheets. As a result, they package 
loans together and sell them as a diversified basket. 

The chart to the left shows the amount of new CLOs issued by year. Although 2021 looks low -$59.64 
billion – this does not even account for half a year because the data only run through May 20. The CLO 
market is on a record pace.

The chart to the right shows the weighted average yield of these bond portfolios. As of June 30, they 
yielded 3.70%. But the reason investors really like these instruments is that the loans float with interest 
rates. As interest rates rise, the yield on these CLOs will rise as well. By contrast, if interest rates rise, a 
typical fixed-rate bond would fall in value, all else being equal. 

In other words, the nature of the CLO market certainly serves a purpose, but we are keenly watching the 
amount of issuance and low yields with a wary eye.
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Market Takeaways

➢Equity markets have risen but sentiment is muted
❖More buyers would need to come into cause a bubble

➢As interest rates have fallen, investors are reaching 
for yield in more unusual places
❖Corporate credit
❖Leveraged loans

The famous scene in Monty Python and the Holy Grail pictures King Arthur and his knights screaming run 
away. Equity markets today are characterized by a skittishness that isn’t entirely unhealthy. It means that it 
is unlikely we are in a bubble, earnings are rising roughly at the same pace of markets and inflation 
expectations are beginning to flatten out. 

Areas we are watching more closely are in credit markets. Given the strength of corporate balance sheets, 
we are not too concerned by credit markets at the moment but we do take note of tightening credit 
spreads and strong issuance of securitized products like CLOs.
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Takeaways

1) The Media Storylines are only partly true: A good story has some element of truth but is 
judicious in how the truth is fed out. The same is true here. 

2) Businesses have become more reticent: Tight labor markets and political uncertainty mean lower 
capital spending. But this doesn’t stop the cash generation of these businesses. 

3) Inflation and High Unemployment may be transitory, but with lingering impacts: Rising prices 
could continue for longer than expected (1-2 years rather than 6-12 months) and it remains to be 
seen how we will replace the newly retired population in the labor force.

4) Equity market sentiment is not stretched: Although markets are at all-time highs, there are key 
elements of a “bubble” that are clearly missing here (low personal and corporate debt and 
weakening investor sentiment).
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An Update on Narwhal

1) Educational Resources
a. Morning Market Briefings: Every market 

morning at 8:30am
b. Revamped Blog: Vast and varied content

2) New Personnel: Natalie Rogers, 
Donald Skola added in early 2021

3) Live Events Coming Back

https://smartasset.com/financial-advisor/top-50-fastest-growing-financial-advisor-firms-2021
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NCM Macro

“Q2 2021 – Story Time”

Image credit: The New York Times
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Disclosure

We certify that the opinions and predictions set forth in Narwhal Capital Management publications are, for better or worse, our professional beliefs at the time of 
publication.

We are not under duress or pressure from any of the corporate entities mentioned, nor do we intend to do business with them on the investment banking or advisory 
side of things. Nor is this a solicitation or inducement to take action, whether buying or selling, based upon the opinions presented. Again, this publication is a 
summarization of our professional beliefs and actions that have occurred in the past. We are not “selling” nor attempting to convince the reader of any one particular 
course of action.

Although we are investment advisors, our publications are not to be construed as investment advice. Quite frankly, this publication is a snapshot of our research and 
opinions. We strive to be as impartial, insightful and accurate as possible. We do base our opinions, analysis, and calculations on information and analysis that we believe 
to be reliable, but we cannot guarantee that they are either accurate or complete. We may change our minds about any item mentioned and we will not necessarily 
update them in print. We can guarantee that our research and opinions will sometimes be flat out wrong. This may be from subjective blind spots, mistakes, ignorance, 
uncertainty of predicting events, or emotional bias. However, we prefer that our predictions/opinions/research be proven right 100% of the time, and that the stocks our 
clients own go up, not down, therefore you can assume some level of self-interest and “hope” is present in this and all future publications.

At the time of publication employees of Narwhal Capital Management may or may not have held positions in the securities detailed in this report.

Unless otherwise noted, all financial data for investments accessed via the Bloomberg Terminal.

Finally, we must disclose that PAST PERFORMANCE DOES NOT GUARANTEE FUTURE RESULTS.
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